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Beautiful gardens design to calm your soul. Â A perfect way to relax after a long day. Â Get into the

garden and create your own magical words of colored plants of finish them more realistically.

Â Whatever your style, a book sure to please all skill levels.Create for seniors who love to garden

but may not be able to get outside and tend to a real garden. Â Brings back beautiful memories for

dementia patients.
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Here is a wonderful coloring book that you really need to have !! !! Why ?1) wonderful drawings with

a lot of details. You can spend a lot of time on each drawing and forget totally the world that

surrounds you.... You are totally free in the choice of colors, your imagination will drive you....

Cynthia Kloeter is a much talented artist who brings you with her in the beautiful landscapes and

you will forget all your problems.2) Drawings are printed only on one side so you won't have to fear

that while you're coloring one drawing, you're destroying the next one. You have even a blank page

provided so that if you use markers, yours next drawings are protected. The paper is of really high

quality so you can use a lot of techniques on it (water pencils for example...).So if you want a

coloring book with a soul that will help you relax and enable you to do beautiful colorings, please



choose this one !!!!!

Got interested in the coloring book craze and came across this amazing artists and her books! You

can tell the artists is very passionate about drawing and creating beautiful scenes. The scenes in a

"Walk in the Garden" are not only very detailed but are of high quality. It also shipped quickly and in

excellent condition. I can't wait to start coloring these pages! Like the other reviewers noted they are

so detailed that they would look amazing in frames. Looking forward to the artists and her other

designs!

I could not be happier with the 3 Coloring Books I bought from this seller. This Lady is an Awesome

Artist for sure. The quality of the Books and the Artwork is Amazing. I received them in a reasonable

amount of time and in perfect condition. I would buy again from this seller. I give 5 stars because I

am very happy with everything. I did not realize how much fun and relaxing coloring in these

Coloring Books can be. They look Awesome enough to be put into frames and hung onto walls.

The scenes on each page are inviting however, each line looks blurry. The pages are not crisp and

look like they are third or fourth generation printing, or out of focus. If you don't mind having grey

blurry lines, the book might be fine after it's colored in. The pages bother me so much I can't bring

myself to use the book to color and I can't give them away as gifts so now I'm stuck with 5 of them

because I waited too long to inspect the package. It looks defective.

A beautiful book, with many lovely illustrations to color...all of them are very relaxing and calming

images of places you would want to visit! I bought this as a gift for my mother-in-law and daughter to

color in together, as it is a favorite activity they share. I might just have to sneak a coloring in myself

too, I've already picked out my favorite pages! Great book great for all ages, and all skill levels.

These pictures are very nice. You won't be sorry purchasing this book. I am looking forward to

getting another one of her books.

These garden pictures reflect what it is like to have a home garden. They bring me back to my youth

with plants around the house.
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